
Every pattern comes standard with our textured tread step material. Any floor pattern may be used as an overall print.
All patterns except those marked with an * are available in 27 mil for an additional charge. For exact color matching, please see the actual vinyl samples.
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McEwen Industries is a family owned company that has been a leader in the swimming pool 
industry since 1991. Our success is rooted in our passion to consistently provide the very best  
in quality and value. We only trade through established and reputable pool and spa dealers,  
who provide the highest level of service and customer satisfaction.

The McEwen Collection offers the finest selection of exclusive in-ground vinyl liner patterns in 
the swimming pool industry. Our goal every year is to create and select new patterns that help 
you complement your vision of the perfect backyard oasis. We use only the finest quality virgin 
vinyl combined with UV inhibitors, bleach-resistant inks and fungicides to give your liner the 
longest life possible.

Expect More With McEwen

We use our Invisiseam® technologies to minimize the appearance of our seams 
while providing the strongest and longest lasting liners in the industry.

McEwen Industries, Inc., 3120 Northwest Blvd., Gastonia, NC 28052 
 Telephone: 704-365-8070 ● Toll Free Fax: 888-444-4526

www.McEwenIndustries.com

Custom Pool Products, Legendary Service

SCOTSMAN®, HIGHLAND®, HIGH PEAKS®, MCEWEN®, INVISISEAM®, NESSIE™ and SWIMMERCISE™ are trademarks of McEwen Industries, Inc. All rights reserved.

©Copyright 2020 McEwen Industries, Inc. All rights reserved.

Visit McEwenIndustries.com to view our stunning collection of patterns 
installed in actual backyard pools.

2020 In-Ground
Vinyl Liner Patterns

Every pattern comes standard with our textured tread step material. Additional charges apply for these patterns. 

27mil

KESHI PEARL ABERNATHY PEARLAKOYA PEARL

Pearl Reflections
Collection M
Enjoy our new Pearl Reflections Collection
Imagine sitting by your pool on a beautiful sunny day. 
Your gaze is captured by the sun reflecting off of your pool liner. 
These premium patterns have a special reflective ink applied 
to create a sparkling shimmering effect.



27mil In-Ground Liner Patterns

Every pattern comes standard with our textured tread step material. Any floor pattern may be used as an overall print.
For exact color matching, please see the actual vinyl samples. The liner bead will be blue, white, gray or tan depending on the pattern.
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